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A survivor-centred, rights-based approach to conDict-related violence

must be intersectional. Elena B. Stavrevska argues here why we must

acknowledge victims/survivors whose voices are not always present

and address the intersecting structures that lead to violence if we are

to really be transformative in our responding to conDict-related sexual
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violence.

In April 2019, United Nations Security Council Resolution 2467

introduced explicitly the concept of a “survivor-centred approach” to

the Women, Peace and Security (WPS) agenda. The preamble of the

resolution recognises the need for, and operative paragraph 16

encourages member states, to adopt “a survivor-centred approach in

preventing and responding to sexual violence in conDict and post-

conDict situations, ensuring that prevention and response are non-

discriminatory and speciYc, and respect the rights and prioritise needs

of survivors, including groups that are particularly vulnerable or may

be speciYcally targeted (…)” This resolution makes several hopeful

openings, including clear reference to states’ international legal

obligations to provide remedies for violations of human rights,

including access to justice and reparations.

Even though the notion existed before, the adoption of 2467, the work

of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on Sexual

Violence in ConDict, Pramila Patten, together with civil society

organisations and the 2018 Nobel Peace Prize laureates, Denis

Mukwege and Nadia Murad, have centred the need for a survivor-

centred approach and relatedly, access to justice and reparations for

conDict-related sexual violence (CRSV), in numerous policy

discussions. While this critical issue is in the spotlight, it is also

important to highlight the intersectional considerations that have to

be built into any survivor-centred approach in responding to CRSV.

Intersectionality as a heuristic device

While the origin of intersectionality has been a matter of contention

https://undocs.org/S/RES/2467(2019)
http://www.lse.ac.uk/women-peace-security/assets/documents/2019/reports/WPS-Commentary-Report-online.pdf
https://www.nobelprize.org/prizes/peace/2018/press-release/
https://www.wiley.com/en-gb/Intersectionality-p-9780745684529
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and its history cannot be neatly organised, its roots can be found in

the work of black, post-colonial, indigenous, Chicana, Latina, queer,

and feminist activists and scholars. From Sojourner Truth’s “Ain’t I a

Woman?” and Gloria Evangelina Anzaldúa’s Borderlands/La Frontera:

The New Mestiza to the Combahee River Collective statement and

bell hook’s Ain’t I a Woman?: Black Women and Feminism, to name

but a few, they have all argued that the experiences of women of

colour differ from those of white women, as well as those of men of

colour. They also differ from the combination of those two types of

experiences and are informed by the interlocking of gender and race.

Analysing that position from a legal perspective is precisely the

argument that Kimberlé Crenshaw made when she Yrst used the term

in 1989.

Crenshaw distinguishes between structural and political

intersectionality. The former refers to the effect of intersecting social

structures such as gender, ethnicity, race, religion, sexuality, age and

so on, have on a person’s experience. In other words, a person’s

position in society is not determined by gender, race, class or age

separately, but the unique combination of all of them.

The latter refers to the exclusion or marginalisation of interests of

some subgroups by activists, organisations and/or political

movements working towards justice for different groups, thereby

reinforcing another form of injustice. Crenshaw has speciYcally

discussed the marginalisation of the interests of women of colour by

feminist and antiracist movements in the United States.

Each of the two types of intersectionality sheds light on different, yet

critical aspects that need to be taken into consideration when

https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/9780203900055
https://www.crmvet.org/poetry/ftruth.htm
http://www.warscapes.com/retrospectives/uncertain-borders/excerpts-borderlandsla-frontera
https://combaheerivercollective.weebly.com/the-combahee-river-collective-statement.html
https://www.plutobooks.com/9780861043798/aint-i-a-woman/
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1052&context=uclf
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developing an inclusive survivor-centred approach to access to justice

and reparations.

Political intersectionality and survivors

A survivor-centred approach so far has entailed amplifying the voices

of survivors, providing a platform for them, acknowledging their

agency, and, in certain cases, taking into account their experiences

when developing remedies. With women and girls being recognised

through the WPS agenda as disproportionally affected by CRSV, this

approach to political intersectionality reveals at least two risks.

The Yrst is that voice gets equated to having agency, which creates

the risk of forgetting, invisibilising and further marginalising the

interests of those who do not speak out for a variety of reasons. Not

only can silences be political and agential in challenging power

relations, protecting oneself or coping with diiculties, but they can

also be deeply gendered and intersectional, considering existing

norms of who is allowed to speak, who is heard, and whose silences

matter.

Whose voices/silences get recognised as survivors’ relates to the

second risk. Thus far in CRSV policy and discourse there has

generally been a  binary understanding of men as perpetrators and

women as victims/survivors. There has additionally been a narrow

understanding of what constitutes violence, including sexual violence,

equating it to acts of violence perpetrated by national combatants

against national populations during the conDict itself. This has

notably excluded violence within refugee camps, as well as any act of

violence by foreign peacekeepers, whose presence is conDict-related

https://iraq.unfpa.org/en/news/un-emphasizes-importance-survivor-centred-approach-towards-victims-isil-abuses
http://www.ipsnews.net/2019/06/put-survivors-front-centre/
https://www.crcpress.com/Rethinking-Silence-Voice-and-Agency-in-Contested-Gendered-Terrains/Parpart-Parashar/p/book/9781138746510
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21647259.2018.1491681
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1097184X12468101?journalCode=jmma
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but whose violence is not considered so. In that sense, such a narrow

understanding of CRSV is not only gendered, but also colonial and

racial. Furthermore, it also excludes people who do not Yt a binary

understanding of sex and gender, such as trans and non-binary

people, as well as those who do not neatly fall in a combatant –

civilian dichotomy, such as combatants who have been subject to

CRSV.

Not only can silences be political and

agential in challenging power relations,

protecting oneself or coping with

di!culties, but they can also be deeply

gendered and intersectional, considering

existing norms of who is allowed to speak,

who is heard, and whose silences matter

This narrowing of who is included, whether physically, policy-wise, or

even agency-wise, risks narrating a single truth that suppresses

https://www.routledge.com/Gendering-Peace-UN-Peacebuilding-in-Timor-Leste-1st-Edition/Smith/p/book/9780815365198
https://www.routledge.com/Gendering-Peace-UN-Peacebuilding-in-Timor-Leste-1st-Edition/Smith/p/book/9780815365198
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alternative and subordinate narratives and contributes to political

intersectionality. The problem with such a single-category

understanding of the past and the present is that it leads to single-

category solutions and visions for the future. An intersectional

survivor-centred approach, in contrast, requires a broadening in terms

of discourse and policy solutions.

Politically it remains important to emphasise the impact that CRSV

has on women and girls. At the same time, an intersectional approach

means using and producing a more nuanced understanding of

different forms of violence and establishing a historical record that

reDects the experiences of different groups impacted by conDict-

related violence. It also means acknowledging truths that are not

represented at the table and challenging the assumption of

homogeneity of victims/survivors.

The problem with such a single-category

understanding of the past and the present is

that it leads to single-category solutions

and visions for the future. An intersectional

survivor-centred approach, in contrast,

requires a broadening in terms of discourse
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and policy solutions

This, in turn, allows for a more holistic understanding of conDict-

related forms of violence, including when, where, and how it happens.

It can also help link violence to its causes and structural

intersectionality in order to create a foundation for remedies,

including access to justice and reparations, and future violence

prevention.

Structural intersectionality and survivors

Earlier this year, Special Representative Patten noted that survivors

are not a homogenous group. They include:

male victims who may be overlooked due to stereotypical

assumptions about masculine invulnerability; detainees sexually

abused during interrogation in order to coerce confessions and

destroy morale; rural women; indigenous women; human rights

defenders and journalists; children born of wartime rape who are

often shunned as “bad blood” or “children of the enemy”, placing them

at heightened risk of abandonment, indigence and exploitation; forced

wives and captives of terrorist and violent extremist groups, who are

often viewed as ailiates rather than victims; refugees; and LGBTI

individuals who face the risk of further persecution, and in some

cases prosecution, for simply daring to report their case.

https://www.un.org/sexualviolenceinconflict/statement/srsg-svc-pramila-patten-opening-statement-event-to-commemorate-the-anniversary-of-the-mandate/
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This is a vital reminder not only of survivors’ agency, but also of the

structures within which they exist that has so far not been reDected in

policy or legal solutions. Any remedies could further marginalise

some survivors if structural intersectionality is not taken into

consideration.

What this means in practice is to recognise that violence, including

CRSV, is both a cause and a consequence of inequality, not only on

the basis of gender, but also of race, ethnicity, religion, class, sexuality,

age, ability status, citizenship, nationality and others. If conDict-related

violence is to be addressed, remedied and prevented, as the WPS

resolutions foresee, the proposed mechanisms should not be merely

restorative, which would mean a return to the status quo and the

previously existing inequalities. A return to the status quo cannot

guarantee non-repetition of the violence. Instead, any mechanism

must be transformative in nature, addressing not only the effects of

the violence, but also transforming the intersecting structures that

have given rise to the violence in the Yrst place.

This means embracing a more holistic and intersectional approach

that moves beyond a homogenous view that categorises the harm

and the victims/survivors only by types of violations. It also means

recognising the individuality of needs of survivors and their

communities, given the disruption in their life projects that the

violence has caused.

Conclusion

A survivor-centred, rights-based approach to conDict-related violence

has immense potential to positively contribute to the building of a

http://bvk.bnp.gob.pe/admin/files/libros/730_digitalizacion.pdf
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more equal and just peace. For that, however, anything short of an

intersectional approach might contribute to marginalisation of

interests and people that have already been rendered invisible. Such

an approach does not detract from the centring of violence against

women. Instead, it enriches it both by recognising that “[t]here is no

such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not live single-

issue lives” and by paying closer attention to the structural

inequalities that make the (re)emergence of violence possible. While a

survivor-centred approach is welcome as these voices have often

been side-lined in policy and legal debates, ensuring an intersectional

approach is essential in righting the wrongs, moving beyond tokenism

and co-optation, and envisioning just, decolonial, inclusive, and plural

futures.

This blog was written with the support of a European Research

Council (ERC) grant under the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme (Grant agreement No. 786494).

The views, thoughts and opinions expressed in this blog post are

those of the author(s) only, and do not reDect LSE’s or those of

the LSE Centre for Women, Peace and Security.  
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